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In the slim (but quite expensive) volume Oedipus: The Most Crucial Concept in
Psychoanalysis, Juan-David Nasio advances the argument that the Oedipus complex remains
at the center of psychoanalysis—indeed, that without it there can be no psychoanalysis.

A protegé of the French analyst Jacques Lacan, Nasio speaks with authority as he
echoes his master’s voice: In the Lacanian view, all children are fated to experience an
Oedipal phase that is simultaneously a reality, a fantasm [sic], a concept, and a myth. Each
of these four aspects is linked to a foundational statement:

Oedipus is the infantile attempt to realize an incestuous desire that cannot be realized. But

what is incestuous desire? It is a virtual desire, never satisfied, whose object is one of the

parents and whose aim would not be physical pleasure but jouissance. What jouissance?

The prodigious jouissance derived from a perfect sexual relation where the two partners,

child and adult, would disappear in a total and ecstatic fusion. Of course, this desire is a
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dream that cannot be realized, a marvelous fantasy . . . To express it in an image,

incestuous desire is the desire of fusion with our nourishing source. (p. 13)

Nasio sees Lacan as remaining faithful to Freud in emphasizing the power of infantile
sexuality. In Nasio’s (and Lacan’s) view, children between the ages of three and six years
are necessarily overwhelmed—and often traumatized—by the strength of the sexual pleasure
they find rooted in their bodies, especially in their genitals (the penis and the clitoris). Their
sexual interests are regularly directed toward those closest to them, making incestuous
impulses a commonplace of childhood. Parents respond to the sexuality of their children
with desires and fantasies of their own, but, in the ordinary course of things, the parents do
not act on these wishes. There is, nonetheless, an unconscious interplay between child and
parents that is rooted in the sexuality of their bodies.

Given the fact that infantile sexuality has, to some degree, fallen out of favor in
contemporary mainstream psychoanalysis, I find it refreshing that Nasio insists that the
child’s experience of his or her bodily rooted sexuality imposes significant developmental
challenges upon both child and parents. Nasio reminds us of something that used to be a
psychoanalytic commonplace: Sexuality (with its urges, its fantasies, its behaviors, and its
neurobiology) regularly overwhelms our ordinary ways of being-in-the-world. Sexual
fantasies are compelling. Orgasms are overwhelming—a kind of psychoneurobiological
earthquake with aftershocks that affect the social world around us.

However, Nasio’s mythology becomes formulaic, and he abandons the usual
psychoanalytic sensitivity to individual variations upon a theme. Nasio distinguishes
between an “ordinary neurosis” (p. 61), which results from insufficient repression of the
Oedipus complex, and a “morbid neurosis” (p. 61), which results from traumatic experiences
associated with the Oedipus complex. His discussion of the morbid neuroses amounts to a
kind of cookbook:

[A] childhood fantasm of abandonment will lead to an adult phobia. . . . [A] fantasm of

mistreatment and humiliation will lead to obsession. . . . [A] fantasm of seduction will lead

to hysteria. (p. 63)

A pathological neurosis . . . is the return, at an adult age, of the traumatizing

castration anxiety that was experienced during childhood. According to the mode of return

of such an anxiety, a specific neurotic suffering will emerge. (p. 63)

Whether it is a question of phobia, a hysteria, or an obsession, the suffering of a

neurotic can be explained by his or her need to compulsively repeat the same situation in

which he or she suffered the impact of a traumatic anxiety. (p. 64)

Nasio emphasizes, as Lacan and Freud did before him, the significance of castration
anxiety for both normal and pathological development. He is careful, however, to distinguish
penis from Phallus. The latter is, in the Lacanian mythology, a representative of Power that
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stands independently erect from the penis. Lacanian castration anxiety is not just fear of the
possible loss of one’s penis; it is fear of the possible loss of Power. Unfortunately, Nasio
sometimes appears to forget the very distinction that he at other times emphasizes. For
example, he writes: “Man is endowed with a detachable appendage, the penis that
symbolizes everything that he fears losing: his power and his virility” (p. 89).

But penises are not detachable appendages any more than arms or fingers are
detachable appendages. Do children wonder and worry about the possibility of losing a penis
or a finger? Yes, they do; and such thoughts may provoke substantial anxiety. This is,
however, quite different from their worries about losing the Lacanian Phallus. That is a loss
that children experience over and over again, every time they are brought face to face with
the limitations of their own power.

Insofar as Nasio reminds us that the power of infantile sexuality is a problem with
which every child and parent must wrestle, his brief essay on Oedipus serves a useful
purpose. However, his assertion of simplistic, one-to-one links between specific infantile
anxieties and adult psychopathology is hard to swallow, especially since it suggests that we
need not attend to the complicated nuances of individual intrapsychic experience. In my
view, it is precisely that attention to complexity that has kept psychoanalysis afloat for the
past century.
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